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I jumped over the fence and one of the horse’s approach me. this was the first time I’d ever been so
close to one. The horse was friendly so I picked up some hay leading the horse to small holding pin. I
threw the hay inside and the horse walked in to eat it. I closed the gate with the horse and me
inside. I had just enough room to be able to walk around the big animal. I brushed the animal slowly
making my way to the horse’s rear end. I was sceard that the big animal would freak out me
seriously injuring me but I carefully proceeded.

The moon was bright so I was able to see everything clearly. I looked underneath the horse to see if
it had a dick hanging down. I was excited to see their wasn’t. I moved to the horse’s back I was
already turned on rock hard thinking of the animals pussy. I lifted the horse’s tail and began rubing
her pussy, I stuck 2 of my fingers inside to see if the huge animal would let me. I got no reaction
from the horse so I climbed standing on the middle pole on the inside of the pin. I pulled my pants
down and leand as far forward as I could just barely getting my dick inside the animal. It felt so good
and was so warm I hadent been with a woman in over 2 years. The horse reacted and took a step
back pushing me agent the railing as my dick slid completely inside. I couldn’t believe how warm it
was inside the horse.

I suppose the horse liked my dick inside it beacuse it began rocking forward and backwards I was
finally fucking the horse, or the horse was fucking me. I’m just 15 seconds of the horse’s movement
and warmth I cummed right away I had to grab onto the railing for support. I never cummed like
that before it was intense and felt like nothing I’ve experienced before. The horse continue rocking
as I held on enjoying myself. I got playful so I reached a hand under the horse’s tail and began
playing with its asshole.

I was amazed how much force I used to slide a finger in. How could a big animal have an asshole so
tight. As she rocked forward I was able to slide my dick out and aim it for her ass, as the horse
rocked back it forced my dick inside its asshole. It was so tight I couldn’t believe it. The horse
reacted to the new feeling stepping slightly forward giving me room to move now. I placed both my
hands on the horse’s back end and began fucking it’s ass as hard as I could it didn’t take me long to
cum again.

I laid forward resting on the animal with my dick still inside. I couldn’t believe that I was actually
doing this, I was fucking someones horse beacuse I thought about a horse’s pussy and it turned me
on. I wondered what the owners might think if they knew what was happening in their back yard. I
pulled my dick out of its tight asshole thinking of leaving. I moved the horse’s tail to the side to see
it’s wonderful pussy. I began getting hard again ,I couldn’t resist myself I shoved my in the animal’s
pussy. I ramed myself as hard and fast as I could. I fucked her about 15 minutes until cuming again.

I pulled my pants up oppend the pin whent home. I loved having sex with a horse it was an amazing
experience. So much so I’ve fucked several horse’s and even a mini horse. And I can say I’ll fuck one
again soon.


